MEMORANDUM

TO: Columbia River Gorge Commission

FROM: Krystyna Wolniakowski, Executive Director

DATE: February 12, 2019

SUBJECT: Information Item: Compliance in the National Scenic Area: Permitting, Monitoring, Enforcement, and Impediments

I. Introduction

Commissioners have requested information about Commission and county efforts to ensure compliance with the National Scenic Area Act, Management Plan, and land use ordinances. This request followed public testimony about the Commission’s enforcement practices and processes in the past several months. To help focus this report, Commissioner Blair provided a memo to the Executive Director and Executive Committee that suggested several questions, which staff has summarized as follows:

1. How does the Commission ensure oversight of county permitting processes?
2. How do county planners ensure that conditions of approval are met?
3. Do planners review past decisions when working on active applications?
4. Do all counties have active compliance programs?
5. What are the impediments to the Commission exercising its authority to ensure compliance with the National Scenic Area standards?

These questions ask about the Commission staff’s compliance work, county compliance work, and the Commission’s monitoring of county actions. This report is intended to give the Commission and other interested persons a comprehensive picture of the Commission’s current practices, processes, statistics, and impediments relating to compliance and monitoring in the National Scenic Area. Staff’s last briefing to the Commission on its compliance work was in May 2009, before any of the current commissioners were members of the Commission.

Staff recommends the next step for the Commission to get a complete understanding of compliance and monitoring in the National Scenic Area is to request the five NSA permitting counties provide a current briefing on their practices, processes, statistics, and impediments at an upcoming Commission meeting. County staff’s last briefing to the Commission on compliance was in December 2009. The Executive Director has alerted the county planning directors that the Commission might make this request.

Together, this briefing from the Commission staff and a briefing from the counties will give the commissioners the necessary background to discuss compliance and monitoring throughout the National Scenic Area. With that background, the Commission would be informed to opine on the scope, priorities, and effectiveness of compliance efforts throughout the National Scenic Area; discuss other methods that the Commission might use internally or to work with and monitor the counties’ actions implementing or intersecting with the National Scenic Area; discuss what new practices and processes are possible; and discuss how to overcome impediments to compliance and monitoring.

This report does not discuss current or past compliance cases in detail. Commissioners should not discuss individual compliance cases when discussing this report. This report also does not discuss legal issues related to compliance because the Commission has two pending appeals and two pending notices of intent to sue the Executive Director that expressly or indirectly raise many legal issues related to compliance. The Commission should avoid discussion of legal issues to ensure that it does not unintentionally prejudge legal issues outside of the appeals or discuss matters that are likely to be the subject of litigation likely to be filed. When the appeals and notices of intent to sue are resolved, staff will welcome discussion of legal issues.

Staff will present this report at the February 12, 2019 Commission meeting. This is an informational presentation, not a discussion about possible changes to current practices, policies, rules. Staff’s presentation is not starred for public comment, but staff welcomes questions from commissioners and other persons attending the briefing. Staff will plan time for public engagement in upcoming Commission discussions after this informational staff presentation and the counties’ informational presentation.

II. The Act, Management Plan, Commission Rules, and Land Use Ordinance Provisions Relating to Compliance

The National Scenic Area Act, Management Plan, Commission rules, and county ordinances each contain authorities relating to compliance in the form of requirements for permitting, monitoring, and enforcement. For this memo, staff has tried to use the terms, “compliance,” “permitting,” “monitoring,” and “enforcement” in the following ways.
By “compliance,” staff means generally ensuring development and land uses are consistent with the National Scenic Area Act, the Management Plan, and applicable land use ordinance.

By “permitting,” staff means the requirement to obtain a permit including submitting an application, practices and processes used to review applications and issue a permit decision, and appeal to the Commission.

By “monitoring,” staff is referring to three different actions depending on the context in which it is used: (1) inspecting construction activities or new uses of land as landowners establish them and ensuring the landowners satisfy conditions of approval; (2) staff’s methods of overseeing county actions to ensure they comply with the National Scenic Area Act; and (3) tracking National Scenic Area resources, like with the Commission’s VSI project.

By “enforcement,” staff means the issuance of a summary order (the term used in the Commission rules for a stop work order), notice of alleged violation, or judicial action to enjoin compliance with the National Scenic Area Act, Management Plan, and land use ordinance.

**National Scenic Area Act:** The National Scenic Area Act contains the following principal authorities for the Commission relating to compliance, permitting, monitoring, and enforcement:

**Sections 7 and 8 of the National Scenic Area Act** contain the authorities for the counties to adopt National Scenic Area land use ordinances, the requirements for the Commission and U.S. Secretary of Agriculture to review the ordinances, and the authority for the Commission to adopt an ordinance in a county that has not adopted its own ordinance.

**Section 15(a)(1)** states, “The Commission shall monitor activities of counties pursuant to [this Act] and shall take such actions as it determines are necessary to ensure compliance.”

**Section 15(a)(2)** is the requirement that the Commission must hear appeals of final county actions relating to the implementation of the Act. The Commission has received appeals of enforcement matters in the past but has not had to complete an appeal of an enforcement action and no court had confirmed that section 15(a)(2) includes authority to hear appeals of county enforcement actions. The Commission should not discuss this authority because the scope of this authority is at issue in the pending appeals before the Commission.

**Section 15(a)(3)** is the authority for the Commission to issue civil penalties for violations of the National Scenic Area Act. The Commission must hold a public hearing before issuing a civil penalty and the Commission may consider the nature and seriousness of the violation and the efforts of the violator to remedy the violation in a timely manner.

**Section 15(b)(1)(B)** is the authority for the Commission to seek an injunction from a court to prevent and remedy violations.
Section 15(b)(2) is the authority for citizens to bring a judicial action against the Commission, the Secretary of Agriculture or a county to compel compliance with the Act.

There are several court decisions that interpret and apply these authorities in the National Scenic Area Act. These are complex decisions and not easily summarized in a sentence of two in this report. The Commission’s counsel can answer questions about these authorities.

Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area: The Management Plan contains the following principal authorities relating to permitting, monitoring, and enforcement:

Parts I and II of the Management Plan contain the substantive standards for ensuring that new developments and land uses comply with the National Scenic Area Act, requirements for applications, and some procedural requirements for reviewing applications and issuing permit decisions.

Page IV-1-2 Gorge Commission Role – Monitoring and Enforcement of the Management Plan. This section of the Management Plan contains the Commission’s high-level policies for monitoring and enforcement. These policies generally relate to Commission staff reviewing county permit applications and decisions and the Commission monitoring the scenic, cultural, natural, and recreations resources throughout the National Scenic Area (what we now refer to as the VSI project).

Page IV-2-6 Forest Service Role – Monitoring and Enforcement. This section of the Management Plan contains the Forest Service’s statement of its monitoring and enforcement. This report does not discuss the Forest Service’s monitoring and enforcement in the National Scenic Area.

Commission Rules: Commission rules govern processes and substantive provisions that staff uses for permitting, monitoring, and enforcement.

Commission Rule 350-81 is the Commission’s land use ordinance for the portion of Klickitat County in the National Scenic Area. This rule contains the same substantive standards as the Management Plan, more detailed requirements for applications, and procedures for reviewing applications.

Commission Rule 350-30 is the Commission’s procedural rule for handling enforcement actions. It authorizes the Executive Director to issue summary orders and to resolve violations that are of de minimis nature, readily correctable, not repeated, and with cooperative parties without issuing a notice of alleged violation. This rule also specifies how the Commission handles non-de minimis violations—either through a hearing to accept a “resolution through agreement” or a full evidentiary hearing to establish whether there has been a violation, resolution of the violation, and possible civil penalty. The Commission should not discuss this rule because the notices of intent to sue the Executive Director raise many legal issues relating to the application of this rule.

County Ordinances: Counties review development applications in the National Scenic Area, monitor their permit decisions, and handle violations of their National Scenic Area land use
ordinances through their own internal processes, which may be specified in their National Scenic Area land use ordinance or in another provision of the county’s code. The counties’ permitting, monitoring and enforcement processes have many common characteristics, but each counties’ practices and process also have unique elements.

Permitting, monitoring, and enforcement are all intertwined. For example, monitoring can lead to enforcement, which can require new permitting and other monitoring, and permitting can resolve enforcement actions. Long-range planning and specific planning projects also intersect with compliance. For example, an important step in the Gorge 2020 review and revision of the Management Plan includes evaluating National Scenic Area resources and the effectiveness of development standards. When reviewing plan effectiveness staff must consider whether development is unpermitted, and if permitted, whether the development standards were properly applied and whether the development complies with permit requirements.

III. Commission Staff’s Current Practices in Klickitat County

Staff follows the procedural rules in the Commission’s land use ordinance for Klickitat County and other Commission procedural rules for the situations in which those rules apply. Where there is no procedure in the Commission’s rules or other law, staff uses its discretion to handle a permitting, monitoring, or enforcement issue. Staff has also developed some guidance documents, like the Building in the National Scenic Area Handbook and list of Recommended Plants for Screening for applicants and staff to use.

**Permit Application Process:** Development review in Klickitat County starts with an applicant filling out an application form and submitting it to the Commission staff for review. Often staff will meet with an applicant to provide pre-application advising. Staff provides guidance about uses and developments allowed, known resources and known or possible issues to be resolved. During the review process, staff evaluates the proposal using the Commission’s land use ordinance for the National Scenic Area portion of Klickitat County. Some projects are approvable as proposed, but many require staff to work with applicants to modify their project as necessary to approve the application. Applicants may need to change the location, size, shape, color, or height of a building, or change the number and location of windows on the building, etc. Sometimes applicants need to eliminate buildings or structures from their applications or change the type or intensity of the land use they are applying for. Staff also catches necessary elements of a proposal that are missing from an application, such as utility trenches or poles. If the applicant is unwilling to make the necessary changes, staff gives the applicant the choice of withdrawing the application, receiving an approval that does not satisfy them, or receiving a denial. When the staff approves a proposed development or land use (we call this a Director’s Decision), that decision serves as the Gorge Commission’s permit for development or establishing a new land use. Applicants must then obtain any other necessary Klickitat County zoning, building, and other permits before commencing development.

Applicants or interested persons who believe the Director’s Decision is wrong may appeal the decision to the Gorge Commission. The Gorge Commission would then hold a public hearing to decide the facts of the proposed development, determine whether it could be approved, and require

---

1 During the Commission’s March 2018 meeting, staff gave a presentation on its development review process. The materials from this presentation are available on the Commission’s website at [http://www.gorgecommission.org/meeting/March-2018-monthly-crgc-meeting](http://www.gorgecommission.org/meeting/March-2018-monthly-crgc-meeting).
necessary conditions of approval. In the past five years, no person has appealed a Director’s Decision to the Commission.

As part of reviewing an application, staff reviews past applications and decisions for the subject property and may also review adjacent or nearby decisions. Comparing the application site plan with past applications and decisions, staff sometimes finds discrepancies and follows up to find out if the discrepancy is a non-compliance issue on the ground or just a documentation error. Staff also conducts at least one, and often several site visits to the subject property and to key viewing areas to observe the property. During these site visits, staff may notice non-compliance issues on the subject property or nearby parcels. Staff’s use of electronic records facilitates reviewing past applications, decisions, and other information. As well, staff uses Klickitat County’s electronic Assessor and other official records, which may reveal discrepancies and non-compliance issues. Staff also uses information available on the internet. For example, Google Maps street view and short-term rental websites may contain relevant information and Google Earth allows users to scroll through its past aerial imagery (generally dating back to the early 1990s for most of the Gorge). These virtual site visits through history are helpful when questions arise such as when a building or road was constructed or whether agricultural use of a parcel has occurred in the past.

When staff discovers a non-compliance issue and there is no serious or immediate adverse impact on resources, and the matter can be resolved through development review, staff requires an applicant to submit a new application or amend a pending application to address the compliance issue “after the fact.” Amending applications usually requires the Commission to re-notice the application for public comment and may also require the applicant or landowner\(^2\) to conduct unanticipated resource studies. A development reviewed after-the-fact is reviewed as if it had never been built. This means that if the development cannot be approved as built, the landowner must alter the development to bring it into compliance, or the landowner must remove the non-compliant development and remediate the site back to its pre-development condition. Since the beginning of 2013, 12 of the approximately 80 applications that Commission staff has reviewed have involved some after-the-fact element and as of the end of January 2019, three additional landowners are completing applications for after-the-fact development reviews. This is an average of two to three after-the-fact applications per year, which is a generally consistent number over time.

Klickitat County’s practices for permitting in the National Scenic Area have evolved over time. In the past, the county handled its permitting completely independent of the National Scenic Area. This changed in the mid-2000. At that time, Klickitat County amended its code to include a prefatory provision stating that National Scenic Area approval may be necessary even when a county planning permit is not required; the Klickitat County Planning Department began advising applicants to contact the Gorge Commission; and the Klickitat County Building Department began sending to the Commission office monthly lists of building permits that it issued, which Commission staff reviews for developments that do not have a Director’s Decision. In the early 2010s, the Klickitat County Planning Department began requiring landowners receive a Director’s Decision before issuing a county planning approval. This ensures that developments that require a county planning approval have also received a National Scenic Area approval. Overall, this partial integration works most of the time, but over the years, staff has found a few situations where

\(^2\) Sometimes applicants are different from landowners; for example, the landowner may use a professional to represent them or a potential purchaser may apply for a desired development or land use prior to closing on a sale.
developments have occurred without National Scenic Area review, mostly because a development did not require a county planning approval. When that happened, staff contacted the landowners to apply for a Director’s Decision. The impediments section of this report discusses a few issues that prevent better integration and compliance.

**Post-Permit Compliance Monitoring:** After staff issues a Director’s Decision, staff conducts one or more site visits prior to or during construction to ensure permit conditions are being met. For a project with strict siting restrictions, staff requires a staking inspection before ground-disturbing development begins. Staff may also require some developments use an onsite monitor during specific phases of development, such as initial in-ground work to ensure avoidance of cultural resources or sensitive plant species. As staff works on other applications in the vicinity, staff observes new developments as they are being constructed and if necessary requests site visits to confirm compliance.

After a project is completed, landowners are supposed to notify the Commission office so staff can do another site visit to confirm the development complies with the Director’s Decision. If the project is finished and in full compliance, staff provides the landowner a letter to document that there is nothing more to do. If there are issues that require follow up, staff will continue to work with the applicant until the development complies with the Director’s Decision.

In 2018, after catching up on the backlog of permit applications and immediate inspections, staff prioritized following up on the backlog of past National Scenic Area approvals in Klickitat County that did not have a final inspection. Currently, staff has reviewed and inspected decisions dating back to 2015. Staff is conducting site visits for a batch of Director’s Decisions dating between 2015 and 2012. Staff is also reviewing Director’s Decisions between 2012 and 2009 and will begin inspections of these next older decisions after finishing with the 2015–2012 batch.

In the Commission staff’s experience, most landowners that receive a Director’s Decision comply with the decision without staff having to engage with them multiple times. When staff finds non-compliance issues, it handles them through the processes described above. During the past five years, staff has had to remind landowners of the requirements in Director’s Decisions but has not had to start a formal enforcement action to get compliance.

**Enforcement:** Staff uses the Commission’s enforcement process as a last resort. Staff’s primary goal is bringing non-compliant development and land uses into compliance. Staff maintains flexibility in how it gets compliance. One approach does not fit all situations, but staff’s experience over the years is that working with landowners on voluntary compliance best achieves compliance most of the time. A secondary goal of enforcement is deterring future non-compliance.

Commission staff learns of compliance issues through the permitting process explained above; by observing the landscape and developments on the landscape; during visits to project sites and other planning work; from landowners and other individuals; and from observing the Gorge outside of work time, such as while hiking or driving. If a landowner does not voluntarily allow staff to investigate, staff would need to obtain an administrative warrant. The warrant needs to identify with specificity the alleged violation and staff would be limited in what other compliance issues it could observe. Staff has never needed to seek an administrative warrant; nevertheless, this remains a possible complexity for a compliance issue in the future.
If there are compliance issues that cannot be resolved voluntarily, or the non-compliant
development poses an immediate harm to resources, staff would issue a notice of alleged violation
or a Summary Order (the equivalent of a stop-work order) or seek a judicial remedy to enjoin
compliance.

In the past, the Executive Director used to resolve most compliance issues as de minimis
violations. As noted above, a de minimis violation is defined in the Commission's enforcement rule
as a violation that is de minimis in nature, readily correctable, not repeated, and with a cooperative
party. Past examples of violations handled through de minimis reports include installing an
outdoor light without a permit, placing a shipping container on a parcel, and allowing temporary
parking for events. The Executive Director would work with the landowner to agree on a course of
action; the landowner would follow through with that course of action; and the Executive Director
would then issue a report on the violation for the Commission's files and send the report to
commissioners for their information. Typically, the violation would be resolved by an after-the-fact
review or agreement to remove a development or stop a particular land use, but staff would
spend a lot of time working out the text of the report with the landowner. Since about 2011, the
Commission staff has focused on outcomes—the need for a National Scenic Area review, compliance
with conditions of approval, removal of development, or stopping a land use—rather than issuing a
de minimis report and has used a Director's Decision as the means of documenting that there had
been a violation.

Once the Executive Director issues a notice of alleged violation, the Gorge Commission must
hold a public hearing to resolve the violation. If the landowner reaches an agreement with the
Executive Director on how to remedy the violation, the Gorge Commission must hold a hearing to
approve that agreement. If there is no agreement, the Commission must hold a hearing to decide
the facts of the situation, determine if there is a violation, and require a remedy, which could
include a civil penalty. The landowner may appeal the Commission's decision to court.

In staff's experience, landowners prefer to resolve compliance issues without a notice of
alleged violation. For each compliance issue during the past five years, once staff explains the
different ways to resolve the compliance issue, landowners have agreed to resolve the issue without
the Executive Director taking an enforcement action. Anecdotally, staff has heard landowners
specifically say that they do not want to appear before the Commission in a public hearing to
explain a violation.

The Executive Director has not issued a notice of alleged violation in the past five years. The
Executive Director issued one summary order in the past five years. That summary order required
the landowner to close a road while resolving a violation that Washington State took the lead on.
Because the landowner fully resolved the matter with the state, the Executive Director decided not
to also issue a notice of alleged violation.

The Commission has heard public testimony that Commission staff should be actively
looking for compliance issues. The Commission has no records about it doing so in the past.
Instead, the Commission staff has relied on the processes explained above to discover compliance

---

3 An older version of the Commission’s rule allowed three commissioners to request a hearing after
receiving the report before the Executive Director could close the case. The Commission amended
its enforcement rule in March 2011 to eliminate this provision authorizing commissioners to
request a hearing.
issues. Persons who want to report a possible compliance issue can contact the Commission office and speak to a planner. A complaint form is not required; however, a complaint form is available at the Commission office and on the Commission’s website for people who prefer to use a form.

IV. County Processes and Practices and the Commission’s Monitoring of County Actions Pursuant to the NSA

In fall 2018, staff met with county planning directors in the Gorge to talk with them about their procedures for compliance in the National Scenic Area as part of developing this report. Each county planning director provided information on their permit review practices, number of permits issued each year, post-permit building inspections, and how they handle enforcement actions. This report does not include that detailed information.

**County Permit Application and Monitoring Processes:** County planning staff in the five permitting counties review all development applications in the National Scenic Area portions of those counties. The counties have reviewed National Scenic Area applications since the 1990s in an integrated manner with the counties’ other permitting processes. So, for example, a person applying for a county building permit is notified when the project requires the county to do a National Scenic Area review as well. The counties roughly follow the same process for reviewing their applications and use similar opportunities for getting compliance as the Commission staff uses for handling applications in Klickitat County.

After approving an application, county staff is responsible for ensuring that the landowner constructs the projects consistent with the county’s decision. In some instances, building inspectors verify building site locations and county planning staff ensures compliance with the other conditions of approval, such as paint colors or required plantings.

Persons who have participated in a county application process can appeal a county decision. The counties have different internal decision makers that a decision may be appealed through before a county decision becomes final. One the decision is final, it is appealable to the Gorge Commission.

**County Enforcement Processes:** All counties currently practice complaint-driven enforcement countywide, including in the National Scenic Area. If a county planner in the NSA notices unpermitted development or development out of compliance with the NSA ordinance, that planner can also initiate an action. Some counties use additional means for getting compliance. For example, Multnomah County also requires landowners to bring violations on a parcel into compliance before approving new development and land uses on that parcel.

Generally, when a person submits a complaint, county staff evaluates it to determine whether it describes a violation. Most counties have a code compliance officer who deals with complaints (Skamania County does not have a compliance officer and Hood River County has a half-time compliance officer). If the code compliance officer (or other staff person) determines that there is a violation, that person will determine the best tool or course of action to remedy it, ranging from voluntary compliance and after-the-fact review to more forceful actions like issuing a notice of

---

[4] This differs from the late 1980s and early 1990s when the Commission staff did all National Scenic Area reviews, and county staff would not always know when to refer applicants to the Gorge Commission.
violation and assessing civil fines. Like the Commission’s toolbox, county staff can respond with an appropriate action depending on the context and severity of the compliance issue. The counties differ in preferred approaches and practices. For example, Clark County often decides not to issue a notice of violation if a landowner voluntarily complies and Multnomah County created a decision tree flowchart with specific steps.

As with the counties’ permitting processes, the counties have different internal decision makers to decide whether there is a violation and how to resolve it. As noted above, the Commission has received appeals of county enforcement decisions in the past but has not had to complete such an appeal and no court has decided whether the Commission’s authority to hear appeals includes appeals of county enforcement actions. This is a legal issue in the pending appeals, so the Commission should not discuss it.

**Commission Staff Monitoring of County Activities Pursuant to the Act:** Commission staff monitors the activities of the counties pursuant to the National Scenic Area Act in many ways.

1. Commission staff participates in county development reviews when county staff contact Commission planners with questions or concerns, such as to ask whether the Commission has past applications for a parcel; whether the Commission staff has handled a particular type of development or land use; or how Commission staff has implemented the National Scenic Area standards in a particular situation. Commission and county planning staff have good relationships, and this type of communication is frequent. This participation help Commission staff know what counties are currently working on and identify and discuss recurring issues.

2. Commission staff also participates in county development reviews by commenting on applications. Some counties, such as Skamania, send application materials to the Commission staff before sending public notice, so staff may provide informal comments, ask for more detail, or explain specific concerns at this early time. All counties send the Commission staff copies of all public notices of development review applications and some counties also send a copy of the application. Commission staff enters the information from the notices and applications into the Commission’s development review database. Staff reviews each application and decides whether a comment letter would helpful. Often, staff contacts county planners for more information, which leads to discussion about potential issues. Staff does not usually write comment letters. Staff tends to write a comment letter when a proposed land use needs additional clarification to determine whether it is allowed, when an application could raise a significant concern about a protected resource, or when staff wants to preserve standing to appeal a county’s decision.

Staff records in the Commission’s development review database whether it has submitted a formal comment on a county development review application because this is part of a metric for the Commission’s performance measures tracked by the states. In 2017, staff also started tracking less-formal comments and clarifications needed during the development review process. This data field is only a check box; it does not include other information, such as the date, form or substance of the comment, and staff does not always check the box when making informal comments.

---

Forest Service and Commission staff reviewed all development and land use application in the National Scenic Area from the date of the National Scenic Area Act in 1986 until the mid-1990s when counties adopted their first National Scenic Area ordinances.
3. Occasionally, county planners or Friends of the Columbia Gorge have requested Commission staff write a comment letter or testify at a public hearing on a county application. In the past, staff participated in a few hearings (once or twice by subpoena), but more recently, staff has declined. Reasons that staff has discussed when deciding whether to participate have included: staff has already discussed the issue with the county and is comfortable with the county’s approach; staff believes the issue allows the county to use its judgment; and staff is concerned with its ability to be involved in an appeal of the county’s decision to the Commission, which it could not do if it was involved in the county’s process.

4. Commission staff may attend site visits for county development review applications when a county requests, or when staff wants to gather more information before giving advice to a county or deciding whether to comment on an application.

5. Commission staff can appeal a county decision when it has submitted a comment that gives it standing to file an appeal. Staff last appealed a county decision in the mid-2000s.

6. If Commission staff discovers or receives a complaint of a compliance issue in a county, staff notifies a county planner. These tend to be informal communications, but occasionally, staff fills out county-required violation forms.\(^6\)

7. National Scenic Area planners meet quarterly to discuss implementation of the National Scenic Area standards and other issues of common interest that arise. These meetings also build relationships between planners, which facilitate individual contacts when there are specific questions. The Executive Director also hosts county planning director meetings as needed (typically several times each year) to discuss issues that the National Scenic Area planners can’t directly address.

8. County planners and other staff are also in constant communication with Commission staff about non-permitting actions that intersect with the National Scenic Area. For example, county staff routinely ask Commission staff about whether the Commission needs to review minor revisions to their National Scenic Area land use ordinances (grammar, typos, etc.) and revisions to other county codes that are effective in the National Scenic Area. Commission staff also monitors and works with counties as they navigate state law requirements that intersect with the National Scenic Area. For example, in the past year, staff has worked with county planners to ensure updates to the Klickitat County’s Shorelines Master Plan and Skamania County’s Critical Areas Ordinance (both required by Washington law) do not impose conflicting land use requirements within the National Scenic Area.

9. In the past, county compliance officers and planning directors have made direct presentations to the Commission about their enforcement practices, processes, and statistics. The last such presentation was in December 2009 and included the five permitting counties. Staff recommends the Commission request the counties provide a current briefing on their practices, processes, statistics, and impediments relating to their compliance work in the National Scenic Area. That county briefing is a necessary precursor to the Commission opining on the scope, priorities, or effectiveness of county compliance efforts and any Commission discussion of other methods that the Commission might use to work with the counties or monitor the counties’ actions implementing or intersecting with the National Scenic Area.

---

\(^6\) For example, Klickitat County requires complainants complete a violation reporting form.
Staff is aware of situations in which the counties have issued decisions or taken other actions contrary to Commission advice or comments, but overall, staff believes this toolbox of opportunities to monitor and interact with the counties is generally effective in helping counties ensure development and land uses comply with the National Scenic Area standards.

V. Opportunities for Ensuring Compliance Outside Permitting and Monitoring Director’s Decisions and County Processes

Compliance is embedded in all aspects of the Commission staff’s work, including staff’s planning work outside of permitting and monitoring its Directors’ Decisions and other counties’ permitting. As staff does long range planning and other planning work, it addresses non-compliance issues that it discovers.

Currently, staff’s planning work outside development review is mostly focused on the Gorge2020 review of the Management Plan. As staff reviews existing policies and standards and information created for the Gorge2020 review, it is necessarily considering compliance issues. For example, the Commission has visual monitoring photos taken from the same 27 Oregon and Washington viewpoints, first in 1988, and then subsequently in 2003, 2009, and 2016. Those photos are intended to be used to evaluate landscape change over time for evaluating whether the Management Plan standards for protection of scenic resources are effective. As staff studies and evaluates the information in the visual monitoring photos, it must consider whether visible developments were approved, whether the approvals used the standards appropriately, and whether the visible developments comply with their approvals.

Similarly, the Recreation Development Plan in the Management Plan requires the Commission to maintain and periodically update an Inventory of Potential Recreation Sites, Inventory of Potential Trails and Travelways and Recreation Development Proposals List. As staff evaluates the recreation policies and recreation development plan, it must evaluate whether the sites on the inventories and proposals are still suitable for recreation. This requires an evaluation of whether the impacts are caused by unpermitted development, decisions that did not correctly apply the standards, or developments that do not comply with their approval decisions, which can be remedied.

VI. Compliance Over Time

The 2014 Columbia River Gorge Commission Administrative Assessment notes that there is anecdotal evidence from several sources on a growing “culture of noncompliance” in the NSA. That may have been the sense at the time, but staff does not believe there are more compliance issues now than in the past. This section of the report describes some of the many facets to comparing current and past compliance efforts and accomplishments.

**Compliance in the Commission’s Workplan:** The Commission’s workplan has allocated staff resources to enforcement at different levels over the years. In the 2009–11 and 2011–13 workplans, enforcement and compliance was listed as part of the “Planning” and “Legal” categories. None of the specific tasks in those categories were line items with individually allocated time. In the 2013–15 workplan, enforcement appeared as a line item, but did not specifically allocate staff time. In the Commission’s current workplan, enforcement appears as a line item with 0.02 FTE allocated and a note stating that it needs more time and resources. Over time, the Commission’s
workplan has not shown significant resources for compliance work; however, as shown in the table below, this does not mean the staff is not doing compliance work. 7

**Staff Methods of Compliance:** The manner in which staff handles enforcement has varied over the years. For example, in 2006, one Director developed a violation intake form that prioritized violations considering impacts to resources and difficulty of enforcement. In 2009, a different Director changed that approach to emphasize impacts to resources and classify violations as class I, II, or III, with class I cases being high priority to be resolved as soon as possible. The last records showing staff’s use of this classification system seem to be in 2010. At that time, staff was using de minimis reports to resolve and document violations. Staff last used de minimis reports in 2011.

As described above, currently, staff has been able to resolve nearly all compliance issues with monitoring and inspections and after-the-fact development reviews. The continual changes in enforcement priorities and practices reflect different Executive Directors’ styles, priorities, and experiences with compliance issues. As discussed in the impediments section below, additional study would be necessary to determine whether some methods are more effective at deterring future compliance issues, correspond to differences in the number of compliance issues discovered and resolved, and affect other aspects of the Commission’s work.

**Number of Compliance Issues Discovered and Resolved Over Time:** Staff reviewed its records to give sample counts of compliance issues discovered and resolved in the table below. The table shows just counts from calendar years and only actual compliance issues; it does not show compliance issues reported when staff determined there was no violation or no action was needed to address the compliance issue. 8 The counts in the table are only roughly comparative over the years because of differences in how staff has considered issues resolved over the years. Staff chose ten years ago, five years, and last year as its sample years; however, staff believes the numbers would generally be within the same ranges if it had chosen different years. The numbers in the table do not add for a few reasons:

- Each year does not start and end with zero compliance issues. Each year begins with some pending matters from the prior year and ends with pending matters to begin the next year.
- Some compliance issues marked as discovered in one year were resolved in a subsequent year.
- Some compliance issues marked as resolved in one year were discovered in an earlier year.
- Compliance issues are marked as resolved in more than one way when staff issued a de minimis report that also required an after-the-fact review or additional monitoring.

---

7 The Commission’s 2017–19 Oregon Legislatively Adopted Budget contains a table showing more than $250,000 for a broad “program unit/activity description” entitled “Monitoring, Including: Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement, Management Plan Monitoring, Reviewing and Updating of the Plan, County Assistance and Resource Monitoring” (page A-58). This category includes many different tasks and is not comparable to the Commission’s workplan. Oregon requires agencies to allocate its funding to broad program units, not to specific tasks, and the allocation is not binding. There are only four such program units that the Commission uses to show how it is allocating its funding. The Washington approved budget does not require the Commission show an allocation in similar program units.

8 An example of when no action was needed to resolve a compliance issue involved a road, but the road had grown over with grasses and further restoration was infeasible.
### National Scenic Area Compliance in Klickitat County

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compliance Issues Discovered</th>
<th>2008*</th>
<th>2013**</th>
<th>2018***</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Compliance Issues Resolved****</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resolved By:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring (typically inspections)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After-the-fact Director’s Decision</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>De Minimis Report</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Alleged Viol. or Summary Order</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discovered But No Resolution Documented</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance Issues Pending</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Numbers from 2008-09 Annual Enforcement Report, development review database, enforcement database, and paper and electronic files

** Numbers from development review database, and enforcement database and electronic files

*** Numbers from development review database, enforcement database, electronic files, and site inspection records

**** In 2018, staff considered a matter resolved after a final inspection and when no compliance issues remained. In 2008 and 2013, matters were considered resolved upon issuing an after-the-fact approval or de minimis report, not after a final inspection.

The number of compliance issues discovered was low in 2013 because staff was reviewing fewer development review applications and doing less development review compliance work overall. The number of compliance issues discovered in 2018 was higher because the Klickitat County-funded staff planner was able to focus on inspections and other compliance monitoring work that staff was unable to do in the past (this is discussed in Section III above), and the number of pending issues is also higher because of increased monitoring of past decisions, which, for reasons discussed in the impediments section below, can take a long time to resolve. Again, staff believes the numbers for the intervening years are generally within the range shown in the table.

Commissioners have expressed interest in knowing the scope of non-compliance throughout the National Scenic Area. As discussed above, neither the Commission nor counties have compliance programs where staff purposefully look for violations. Without such programs, this information is not available.

**New Compliance Tools:** There are many new tools and safeguards that planners and code enforcement officers did not have (or were not as useful) in the past to prevent and catch compliance issues.

1. When counties first adopted their National Scenic Area land use ordinances in the 1990s, they integrated National Scenic Area permitting with their other permitting requirements and processes. This integration enables the counties to better ensure that applicants have applied for and received necessary permits, that regular inspections include review for compliance with National Scenic Area decisions, and that county staff are intimately familiar with National Scenic Area development to better identify possible compliance issues.

2. In the mid-2000s, Klickitat County planners began requiring that applicants have received a National Scenic Area development review decision from the Gorge Commission before the county
issues its planning permits and began advising landowners to contact the Commission office when landowners would inquire at the county about needed permits. Also, Klickitat County building officials began providing building permit information to the Commission staff for review and to check for unpermitted National Scenic Area buildings and structures. This better coordination has helped, but as discussed above, there are still impediments to better coordination and integration like within the counties that have adopted their own National Scenic Area land use ordinance.

3. Throughout the National Scenic Area, there is much more information, and that information is more complete and searchable than even just a few years ago. Relevant information that planners use include electronic planning, building, assessor, and other officials records; resource data from federal, state, local agencies and special districts; and information on the internet (e.g., Google Earth with historical aerial views, Google Maps with street view, Gorge-specific information websites, trail route websites, and short-term rental websites). These are important tools that planners use to compare current applications with actual development on the ground and past approvals, which helps planners identify compliance issues.

4. County planners and Commission staff believe landowners and applicants are more familiar with and more used to getting National Scenic Area approvals than in the early years of the National Scenic Area. This is likely because the National Scenic Area has been around for more than 30 years, and knowledge of the need for land use review is more ubiquitous now than in the past.

VII. Impediments to the Commission Exercising its Monitoring and Enforcement Authority

In preparing this report, staff discussed the following impediments to its ability to be more effective in ensuring compliance with the National Scenic Area standards. This list includes specific impediments, many of which cannot be resolved without additional staff times and financial resources. This list does not discuss the general issue that the Commission staff is 40% smaller than in the early and mid-2000s and that increasing compliance activities at this time would require reducing other work on the Commission’s workplan. Staff has tried to organize these impediments, but there is overlap in the categories.

**Impediments to Better Compliance in Klickitat County:** These impediments are mostly unique to Commission staff’s experiences with compliance in Klickitat County.

1. The Commission and counties do not have on-going programs to affirmatively search for compliance issues. Staff’s methods for discovering compliance issues is generally consistent with the counties’ methods, but it is imperfect. The methods can miss compliance issues that occur outside of the times that staff would normally observe the property and compliance issues can occur for a long time before staff discovers them. Even in the past, when staff issued development review decisions in all the counties, had a larger number of staff planners, and was driving and observing more of the Gorge more frequently, staff did not affirmatively search for compliance issues. Currently, staff is in the office more than in the past, but it uses electronic and historical information not available in the past, so it discovers more compliance issues using those resources than in the past. Creating an affirmative compliance program—whether using electronic data or in-person visual inspections—will take some mix of additional staff time and financial resources, reprioritizing work, sharing resources with partners, and redesigning processes and long-range planning projects to include new compliance tasks.
2. The Management Plan requires applicants to record Director’s Decisions and county decisions in county deeds and records, and staff and county decisions specifically mention this requirement as a condition of approval. However, staff is aware that often Director’s Decisions are not being recorded in Klickitat County deeds and records, and as a result, staff has spoken with new landowners that were unaware of the scope of past approvals and conditions of approval. This complicates enforcement because landowners feel a sense of unfairness and staff may be unable to prove who is responsible for the original action. Some counties ensure recording before issuing a building permit. Because the Commission’s National Scenic Area review process is not integrated with Klickitat County’s process, that safeguard is not currently available in Klickitat County.

3. In Klickitat County, some developments and land uses require National Scenic Area review but do not require Klickitat County permits. For example, the National Scenic Area standards require review and approval of all land divisions, but the Klickitat County Subdivision and Short Plat Ordinance (§ 3.00) does not require review for certain types of land divisions. In these situations, landowners may not know to ask the Gorge Commission about the need for a National Scenic Area permit. Although county planners tell landowners in the National Scenic Area that they should contact the Commission office, other county staff may not know to do so or may be legally prohibited from doing so. For example, if a landowner wants to record a plat that does not require county approval, the Klickitat County Auditor cannot, by law, refuse to accept a document in proper form for recording, question whether the Gorge Commission approved the plan, or advise that landowner to contact the Commission.

4. Resolving the backlog of inspections of Director’s Decisions will take many months or longer. Current staff must familiarize itself with applications and Director’s Decisions that former Commission planners handled and contact landowners who thought they were done with their National Scenic Area permitting or subsequent landowners who purchased a property from an original applicant. Resolving compliance issues years after a landowner completed construction requires forming or reforming relationships between staff and landowners, working out resolutions that could have been more quickly addressed if staff had been able to do periodic and final inspections at the time of construction, and a need for current subsequent inspections.

5. In the past few years, Klickitat County has been grant-funding a permitting position for the Commission. That funded planner has been developing a culture where landowners work closely with the Commission staff, but because the grant is for a land use planner to process the backlog of permits and inspections, the County does not permit its funding to be used for enforcement. If staff needs to start an enforcement action, it will need to use a planner, who would have to shift time away from other work in the office.

6. Staff is comfortable that its current approach of using after-the-fact development reviews adequately records and resolves compliance issues, but staff does not know whether its increased use of after-the-fact reviews without an accompanying notice of alleged violation or de minimis report has led to or could lead to landowners choosing to undertake development without first talking to the Commission staff. Formal enforcement actions have, in theory, some deterrence effect. If the Commission would like to study what compliance methods are most effective in the National Scenic Area, staff recommends using an outside expert to help design and conduct the study, interpret its results, and make policy recommendations.
**Impediments Relating to Information Management:** The impediments described in this section relate to information in the Commission’s office, which includes information about staff and counties’ permitting, monitoring, and enforcement.

7. The Commission’s office has many records that are still in paper form or that have been scanned into electronic form but are not tagged, indexed, or georeferenced to facilitate searching, finding, and linking to them. Converting the Commission’s records into electronic form, tagging, indexing, georeferencing, and linking, and creating and maintaining new records in those more useable forms requires time, expertise, and resources that the Commission needs to plan for.

8. The Commission’s development review database has missing information, so staff often needs to verify searches for accurate information. This missing information seems to be the result of a few problems that are common to all databases. First, the database has 211 data fields, so planners can easily miss some fields for entry. Second, staff has added new fields over time, and information from older files was not added. Third, there is a wide range in the level of detail given in Commission staff reports and Director’s Decisions and the staff reports and decisions of the other counties, so some information was not available at the time Commission staff initially entered the information. Commission staff update the database as it discovers specific missing data, but a comprehensive update will take staff time that the Commission needs to plan for.

**Impediments Affecting the Commission and Counties:** Staff has identified some impediments that are also impediments in the counties.

9. Some developments and land uses have unusually complicated data, monitoring and compliance issues. For example, some state and federal laws make specific types of information confidential, and applicants may not be willing to provide complete information to maintain confidentiality. In this situation, staff has had to do the best it can with the information it is able to obtain. In another example, staff can’t easily observe and verify that completed communication tower projects, such as new antenna or dishes, satisfy the characteristics that the applicants specified in their applications and does not have the technical expertise to verify some characteristics. Following up with cell towers can also be challenging because most of the time, consultants act as applicants, and personnel with communication providers frequently change. Finding a person to contact for follow up and to help staff identify technical equipment takes a long time. Sometimes, there are new applications to replace equipment on a tower before staff has been able to verify compliance for the prior equipment, and staff has used those new applications as the opportunity to verify compliance.

10. The Commission’s relationships with partner agencies—counties, cities, state agencies, tribes—and private, utility, and other entities that the Commission commonly interacts with are based on informal understandings, which change when Commission staff and leadership and partners’ staff and leadership change or when a disagreement evolves. The Commission has not tried to solidify its relationships with partners in memoranda of understanding (MOUs) or other similar means. MOUs can establish and create lasting relationships, by defining roles and responsibilities, means of addressing common and uncommon situations, and other aspects of working together for a common goal. Other agencies use MOUs frequently. For example, the Tahoe Regional Planning Agency currently has more than 50 MOUs that establish responsibilities and tasks for specific entities to undertake exempt projects, to delegate review tasks, and other purposes.
Legal Issues Related to Compliance: Legal requirements, whether in the Act, Commission rules, or case law, may be an impediment to the Commission’s preferred methods of getting compliance. This report does not discuss legal issues related to compliance because the Commission has two pending appeals and two pending notices of intent to sue the Executive Director that expressly or indirectly raise many legal issues related to compliance. To ensure the Commission does not unintentionally prejudge legal issues outside of the appeals or discuss matters that are likely to be the subject of litigation likely to be filed, staff will not discuss legal issues and recommends the Commission not discuss them. After the appeals and notices of intent to sue are resolved, staff will welcome the Commission’s discussion on legal issues and possible ways to avoid them in the long term. The Commission should specifically avoid discussion of the following:

- whether the Gorge Commission has authority to hear appeals of county enforcement actions;
- whether the Commission has authority to take enforcement actions in counties other than Klickitat County;
- whether the Executive Director has discretion to bring enforcement actions;
- whether the Executive Director has authority to resolve enforcement actions independent of the Commission;
- whether and how the appearance of fairness doctrine applies in compliance cases;
- the extent that the Executive Director and staff can discuss compliance cases with the Commission;
- staff’s ability to investigate compliance issues that a county is already handling; and
- the Commission Counsel’s ability to assist the Executive Director in investigating possible violations and issuing a summary order or notice of alleged violation in Klickitat County and advise the Gorge Commission at a hearing to resolve a notice of alleged violation.

Staff will be prepared to advise the Commission whether it should avoid other legal issues that arise during its discussion of this report.

VIII. Other Items Related to Compliance

While preparing this memo, staff identified two items that are related to compliance activities but did not fit elsewhere in this report.

1. In the past, Commission staff prepared enforcement reports. For many years, the Commission’s counsel included enforcement cases in the annual litigation report, but in the mid-2000s, the Commission’s principal planner at the time made enforcement into a stand-alone report. These reports helped the Commission and public understand the staff’s compliance efforts on a regular basis. In preparing this report, staff realized that the annual enforcement report was not maintained following several staff transitions beginning in 2010. Staff revived that report for 2018 and will continue to issue annual compliance reports to show the types of cases and how the Commission resolved them. The report is a valuable tool for demonstrating Commission efforts at resolving compliance issues within the National Scenic Area.

2. Oregon and Washington's biennial performance measures for the Commission measures the frequency that counties explicitly address the Commission staff’s comments in their county staff reports and administrative decisions. This mostly measures the counties’ actions instead of the Commission’s actions. This performance measure should be revised to measure the Commission staff’s effectiveness in assisting counties.
IX. Conclusion and Next Steps

Staff welcomes the Commission’s discussion of improving a “culture of compliance” in the National Scenic Area.

This report summarizes Commission staff’s experience with permitting, monitoring and enforcement for Klickitat County and monitoring the other five National Scenic Area counties compliance efforts. Commission staff and county planning and code enforcement staff use their opportunities in when doing permitting, monitoring and long-range and project planning to find and resolve compliance issues but do not purposefully go looking for compliance issues to resolve.

Throughout the past 30 years, the Commission staff has always had and worked on several compliance issues at any moment in time. The 2014 Columbia River Gorge Commission Administrative Assessment notes that there is anecdotal evidence from several sources on a growing “culture of noncompliance” in the NSA. That may have been the sense at that time, but Commission staff does not believe there were more compliance issues then (or now) than in the past. Despite the impediments discussed in this report, staff continues to find and resolve compliance issues, but its experience is that the number of compliance issues discovered and resolved has remained generally consistent (within a general range) over the years.

What has changed for the Commission is how staff is resolving compliance issues. Staff is doing more after-the-fact reviews without also issuing de minimis violation reports or notices of alleged violation. This accomplishes compliance with less staff time than doing the formal enforcement actions, but additional study would be necessary to determine whether this approach is as effective as taking enforcement actions for overall and long-term compliance.

**Next Steps:** The next step for the Commission to get a complete understanding of compliance in the National Scenic Area is to request the counties provide a briefing on county practices, processes, statistics and impediments. Together, the Commission staff and county briefings will give the commissioners the necessary background to discuss compliance throughout the National Scenic Area, whether compliance might be handled differently, if so, what new practices and processes are possible, and how to overcome impediments to compliance.

Attachments:
- Section 15 of the National Scenic Area Act
- Management Plan pages relating to Commission and Forest Service Monitoring and Enforcement
- Commission Rule 350-30
§ 544m. Enforcement

(a) Administrative remedies

(1) Commission orders

The Commission shall monitor activities of counties pursuant to sections 544 to 544p of this title and shall take such actions as it determines are necessary to ensure compliance.

(2) Appeal to the Commission

Any person or entity adversely affected by any final action or order of a county relating to the implementation of sections 544 to 544p of this title may appeal such action or order to the Commission by filing with the Commission within thirty days of such action or order, a written petition requesting that such action or order be modified, terminated, or set aside.

(3) Civil penalties

Any person or entity who willfully violates the management plan or any land use ordinance or any implementation measure or any order issued by the Commission pursuant to sections 544 to 544p of this title may be assessed a civil penalty by the Commission not to exceed $10,000 for each violation. No penalty may be assessed under this subsection unless such person or entity is given notice and opportunity for a public hearing with respect to such violation. The Commission may compromise, modify, or remit, with or without conditions, any penalty imposed under this subsection, taking into consideration the nature and seriousness of the violation and the efforts of the violator to remedy the violation in a timely manner.

(b) Judicial remedies

(1) Civil actions to enforce sections 544 to 544p of this title

(A) Except as otherwise limited by sections 544 to 544p of this title, the Attorney General of the United States may, at the request of the Secretary, institute a civil action for an injunction or other appropriate order to prevent any person or entity from utilizing lands within the special management areas in violation of the provisions of sections 544 to 544p of this title, interim guideline adopted or other action taken by the Secretary pursuant to sections 544 to 544p of this title.

(B) The Commission, or, at the request of the Commission, or the attorney general of Oregon or Washington, may institute a civil action for an injunction or other appropriate order to prevent any person or entity from utilizing lands within the scenic area outside urban areas in violation of the provisions of sections 544 to 544p of this title, the management plan, or any land use ordinance or interim guideline adopted or other action taken by the Commission or any county pursuant to sections 544 to 544p of this title.

(2) Citizens suits

Any person or entity adversely affected may commence a civil action to compel compliance with sections 544 to 544p of this title—

(A) against the Secretary, the Commission or any county where there is alleged a violation of the provisions of sections 544 to 544p of this title, the management plan or any land use ordinance or interim guideline adopted or other action taken by the Secretary, the Commission or any county pursuant to or Commission1 under sections 544 to 544p of this title; or

(B) against the Secretary, the Commission, or any county where there is alleged a failure of the Secretary, the Commission or any county to perform any act or duty under sections 544 to 544p of this title which is not discretionary with the Secretary, the Commission or any county.

(3) Limitation on bringing of citizens suits

No action may be commenced—

(A) under paragraph (2)(A) of this subsection—

(i) prior to sixty days after the plaintiff has given notice in writing of the alleged violation to the Secretary, to the Commission, and to the county in which the violation is alleged to have occurred; or

(ii) if the Attorney General of the United States, or the attorney general of Oregon or Washington, has commenced and is diligently prosecuting a civil action on the same matter pursuant to paragraph (1) of this subsection to require compliance with the management plan or any regulations, guidelines, or standards issued or other actions taken by the Secretary, the Commission, or any county pursuant to sections 544 to 544p of this title: Provided, That in any such action any person or entity otherwise entitled to bring an action pursuant to paragraph (2) of this subsection may intervene as a matter of right; or

(iii) which challenges the consistency of the draft management plan with the purposes and standards of sections 544 to 544p of this title or with other applicable law prior to the certification or adoption of the Management Plan pursuant to section 544d of this title; or

(B) under paragraph (2)(B) of this subsection prior to sixty days after the plaintiff has given notice in writing of such action to

1 So in original. The word “Commission” probably should not appear.
the Secretary, the Commission, and to the county in which the failure to perform any act or duty pursuant to sections 544 to 544p of this title is alleged; Provided, That such action may be brought immediately after such notification where the violation or order complained of constitutes an imminent threat to the health or safety of the plaintiff or would immediately affect a legal interest of the plaintiff.

(4) Judicial review

Any person or entity adversely affected by—

(A) any final action or order of a county, the Commission, or the Secretary relating to the implementation of sections 544 to 544p of this title;

(B) any land use ordinance or interim guideline adopted pursuant to sections 544 to 544p of this title;

(C) any appeal to the Commission pursuant to this section;

(D) any civil penalty assessed by the Commission pursuant to paragraph (a)(3) of this subsection may appeal such action or order by filing in any of the courts specified in paragraph (5) of this subsection, within sixty days after the date of service of such order or within sixty days after such action is taken, a written petition requesting such action, order, land use ordinance, interim guideline, or appeal taken to the Commission be modified, terminated, or set aside.

(5) Federal court jurisdiction

The United States district courts located in the States of Oregon and Washington shall have jurisdiction over—

(A) any criminal penalty imposed pursuant to section 553 of this title, or any other applicable law for violation of any order, regulation or other action taken by the Secretary pursuant to sections 544 to 544p of this title;

(B) any civil action brought against the Secretary pursuant to this section; or

(C) any appeal of any order, regulation, or other action of the Secretary taken pursuant to paragraph (4) of this subsection.

(6) State court jurisdiction

The State courts of the States of Oregon and Washington shall have jurisdiction—

(A) to review any appeals taken to the Commission pursuant to subsection (a)(2) of this section;

(B) over any civil action brought by the Commission pursuant to subsection (b)(1) of this section or against the Commission, a State, or a county pursuant to subsection (b)(2) of this section;

(C) over any appeal of any order, regulation, or other action of the Commission or a county taken pursuant to paragraph 4 of this subsection; or

(D) any civil penalties assessed by the Commission pursuant to subsection (a)(3) of this section.


§ 544n. Authorization of appropriations

(a) General authorizations

There are authorized to be appropriated for fiscal years after the fiscal year 1986 such sums as are described below:1

(1) For the purpose of acquisition of lands, water and interests therein pursuant to sections 544 to 544p of this title: $40,000,000. Provided, That of this amount no more than $10,000,000 shall be available to acquire lands, water, and interests therein pursuant to section 544h of this title. Such amounts are authorized to be appropriated from amounts covered into the Land and Water Conservation Fund notwithstanding any allocation, apportionment, or limitation contained in chapter 2003 of title 54.

(2) For the purpose of providing payments to local governments pursuant to section 544(c) of this title: $2,000,000.

(b) Specific authorizations

There are authorized to be appropriated for fiscal years after the fiscal year 1986, effective upon concurrence on the management plan pursuant to section 544d of this title:

(1) For the purpose of construction of an interpretive center to be located in the State of Oregon, and a conference center to be located in the State of Washington: $10,000,000.

(2) For the purpose of construction of recreation facilities pursuant to section 544(d) of this title: $10,000,000.

(3) For the purpose of preparing a program and restoring and reconstructing the Old Columbia River Scenic Highway, Oregon pursuant to section 544 of this title: $2,300,000.

(4) For the purpose of providing economic development grants pursuant to section 544i of this title: $5,000,000 for each State: Provided, That funds authorized to be appropriated pursuant to this paragraph shall be available for the acquisition of lands and interests therein pursuant to section 544h of this title if, at the expiration of three years, the States have failed to carry out their respective function pursuant to section 544c of this title.

(c) Availability of funds

Funds appropriated under subsections (a)(2) and (b) of this section shall not be made available for any county which does not have in effect a land use ordinance which has been found to be consistent by the Commission, and concurred on by the Secretary as consistent with the management plan pursuant to section 544f of this title.


AMENDMENTS


1 So in original. The semicolon probably should be a colon.

2 So in original. Probably should be paragraph ”(4)”. 
REVISION OF THE MANAGEMENT PLAN

Congress directed the Gorge Commission to review the Management Plan at least every 10 years to determine whether it should be revised.

Policies

1. The Gorge Commission shall review the Management Plan in accordance with the Scenic Area Act.

2. As part of its review, the Gorge Commission shall consult the Indian tribes, the states of Oregon and Washington, and the counties during the review to solicit their views on whether the Management Plan should be revised and how it should be revised.

3. As part of its review, the Gorge Commission shall hold one or more public hearings to solicit the views of the public as to whether and how the Management Plan should be revised.

4. The Gorge Commission shall collaborate with the USDA Forest Service to determine whether revisions should be made to the Management Plan.

5. If the Gorge Commission revises the Management Plan during its review, it shall submit the revised Management Plan to the Secretary of Agriculture in accordance with Section 6(g) of the Scenic Area Act.

MONITORING IMPLEMENTATION OF THE MANAGEMENT PLAN

Once the Gorge Commission has adopted the Management Plan and the counties have put ordinances in place to give it effect, Congress and the people of the Gorge and the nation are entitled to know whether the Management Plan is working. The Gorge Commission shares responsibility with the Forest Service to monitor and evaluate the implementation of the Management Plan.

Congress expressly directed the Gorge Commission to monitor implementation of the Management Plan by the counties:

The Commission shall monitor activities of counties pursuant to this Act and shall take such actions as it determines are necessary to ensure compliance [Section 15(a)(1)].

It is not just the counties, however, that have implementation duties under the Scenic Area Act and the Management Plan. The Forest Service, other federal agencies, state
agencies, local governments, and the Gorge Commission itself all have responsibilities after the Management Plan is adopted. Activities by counties and these agencies will, to a large extent, determine the success or failure of the Scenic Area Act.

The Gorge Commission, in cooperation with the Forest Service, the counties, the Indian tribes, local governments, and state and federal agencies, must establish and carry out a program of monitoring and evaluating the implementation of the Management Plan.

**Policies**

1. The Gorge Commission shall work with the Forest Service, the counties, the Indian tribes, local governments, and state and federal agencies to establish a program for monitoring and evaluating the implementation of the Management Plan and the Scenic Area Act.

2. The Gorge Commission shall design its monitoring and evaluation program to accomplish the following purposes:
   
   A. Determine whether the Management Plan is protecting the scenic, cultural, natural, and recreation resources of the Scenic Area.
   
   B. Determine whether the Management Plan supports and protects the economy of the Columbia River Gorge area.
   
   C. Determine whether the counties are properly implementing the Management Plan.
   
   D. Evaluate the Management Plan for possible revisions at the time of periodic review of the Management Plan as required by the Scenic Area Act.
   
   E. Determine whether the enhancement measures and programs called for in the Management Plan have in fact enhanced the scenic, cultural, natural, and recreation resources of the Scenic Area.
   
   F. Ensure compliance with orders issued by the Gorge Commission in development reviews and enforcement proceedings.

3. As part of its monitoring and evaluation program, the Gorge Commission shall evaluate county development review decisions. In consultation with the counties, the Gorge Commission shall develop a method to record and evaluate the decisions. The Gorge Commission shall first discuss the results of its evaluation with each county.

4. The Gorge Commission shall monitor land use appeals taken to county elected officials in which the appellant asserts a taking claim based upon a requirement in
the Management Plan. Upon request by a county, the Gorge Commission shall extend appropriate assistance to the county.

5. The Executive Director of the Gorge Commission or her designee may appeal a county land use decision or participate in an appeal of a county land use decision filed by another party. In such an appeal, the Executive Director does not represent the position or stated direction of the Columbia River Gorge Commission. The appeal shall be pursuant to the county’s appeal process and the county’s final decision may be appealed to the Gorge Commission at the conclusion of the county’s appeal process.

6. In cooperation with the Forest Service, the Gorge Commission shall keep current and work to improve the database in the inventories that form the basis of the Management Plan.

7. The Gorge Commission shall work with Gorge counties and the States of Washington and Oregon to identify and reconcile differences in direction to county governments from the Scenic Area Act, the Bi-State Compact, the Management Plan, and other state statutes.

CIVIL PENALTIES

Congress authorized the Gorge Commission to assess a civil penalty in order to prevent violations of the Management Plan, a county ordinance, or any Gorge Commission order or implementation measure.

Policies

1. The Gorge Commission shall adopt rules to implement the requirements of the Scenic Area Act related to enforcement after consultation with the Secretary, the counties, and the Indian tribes and only after public hearings.

APPEALS TO THE GORGE COMMISSION

Congress authorized persons and entities to appeal decisions relating to the implementation of the Scenic Area Act.

Policies

1. The Gorge Commission shall adopt rules to implement the appeals provisions in the Scenic Area Act after consultation with the Secretary, the counties, and the Indian tribes and only after public hearings.
REVISION OF SMA BOUNDARIES

The Scenic Area Act [Section 4(c)] describes the following procedures for adjustments to SMA boundaries:

The Secretary, in consultation with the Commission, may make minor revisions in the boundaries of special management areas after publication of notice to that effect in the Federal Register and submission of notice thereof to the Committee on Energy and Natural Resources of the United States Senate and the Committees on Agriculture and Interior and Insular Affairs of the United States House of Representatives.

The Scenic Area Act also requires publishing the proposed boundary revision in the Federal Register.

To date, one minor revision has been made to the SMA boundary at Rowena. As the Scenic Area Act requires, the procedure followed in that case will be used in any other boundary revision that might be appropriate. Changes in the SMA boundary will be considered where such changes would help enhance and protect scenic, cultural, recreation, and natural resources. In addition, Congress changed about 310 acres at Chenoweth Table in Wasco County, and about 27 acres at “Pioneer Point” in Skamania County from GMA to SMA.

MONITORING AND ENFORCEMENT

A comprehensive program to monitor implementation of the Management Plan is essential to ensure that the purposes of the Scenic Area Act are achieved. Monitoring should emphasize two components:

1. Are the guidelines being met through appropriate implementation of the county ordinances and other requirements?

2. Are the scenic, cultural, recreation, and natural resources being protected and enhanced through application of the management guidelines and implementation of enhancement and action program strategies?

Monitoring of county implementation actions is primarily the responsibility of the Gorge Commission, as required in Section 15 (a)(I) of the Scenic Area Act. However, in the SMA, where lands are being used or are in imminent danger of being used in a manner incompatible with the county ordinances, Section 9 gives the Forest Service the authority to acquire such lands without consent of the owner. Therefore, the Forest Service will also monitor actions in the SMA.

Counties will not have authority to implement all guidelines through county ordinances. In some cases, such as review of forest practices, the Forest Service will retain jurisdiction
to review uses or development and certify consistency with the Management Plan. Where this is the case, the Forest Service will monitor the results of these actions to ensure that required mitigation measures are implemented and the resources are protected.

Specific subjects and data elements for monitoring the resources are proposed below. A detailed monitoring program will be designed to include methodologies and show progress, problems, and proposed adjustments. Periodic reports are proposed to summarize the monitoring results and make recommendations to the Gorge Commission for any management changes that may be indicated by the findings.

SCENIC RESOURCES

The Management Plan goals for scenic resources call for protecting the scenic values on both the broad landscape setting level and the individual development level.

Much of the value of the Scenic Area is expressed in the opportunity to appreciate important vistas. The level of visibility affects the ability to appreciate the beauty of the landscape, especially the color and contrasting forms of distant features. Air pollution can impair the quality of the viewing experience, and should be monitored to ensure the protection of the clear views that everyone enjoys.

Aerial and oblique photographs will provide the monitoring record to assess changes to the scenery. A system of visual monitoring points was established in 1988. Twenty-seven sites in the Scenic Area were designated as monitoring points from which oblique panoramic photographs will be taken on a regular basis. This photography will be repeated every 5 to 10 years to measure changes in the landscape and identify problem areas.

In 1987 and 1988, complete sets of black and white and color vertical aerial photographs were taken for the entire Scenic Area. All or part of the Scenic Area can be re-photographed on a regular basis or as needed for a specific area. Analysis of the changes from a vertical perspective will supplement the panoramic photographic monitoring.

Monitoring of the scenic resources will address the following topics:

1. Effects of changes to the scenery that may have occurred from development, including cumulative effects.

2. Results of air quality visibility monitoring to assess changes to viewing ability.

3. Evaluation of county actions to assess the effectiveness of the county ordinances to protect scenic resources.

4. Effects on the scenic resource of enhancement activities performed during the preceding year.
350-30-005. Purpose.

The purpose of this division is to establish procedures and criteria for enforcement of P.L. 99-663 by the Commission as set forth in section 15 of the Scenic Area Act.

350-30-010. Definitions.

For the purpose of this division the following definitions apply unless the context requires otherwise:


(2) "Continuing violation" means continuing activity which violates any law, rule, implementation measure, ordinance or order under P.L. 99-663. For example, continued operation of a rock quarry after receipt of a notice of alleged violation is a continuing violation.

(3) "De minimis violation" means a violation of the law that is essentially minor, readily correctable, not repeated and with cooperative parties.

(4) "Director" means the Executive Director of the Columbia River Gorge Commission or staff designee.

(5) "Implementation measure" means any ordinance, regulation or order adopted by the Columbia River Gorge Commission or a county which carries out the Act, the management plan or a land use ordinance.

(6) "Interim guidelines" means the guidelines adopted pursuant to section 10(a) of P.L. 99-663.

(7) "Land use ordinance" means any ordinance adopted by a county or the Commission pursuant to P.L. 99-663, and includes any amendment to, revision of, or variance from such ordinance.

(8) "Management plan" means the scenic area management plan adopted pursuant to section 6 of P.L. 99-663.

(9) "Violation" means failure to comply with any law, rule, implementation measure, ordinance or order under P.L. 99-663.
350-30-015. Civil Penalty.

(1) Any person who willfully violates any of the following may incur a civil penalty:
   
   (a) P.L. 99-663;
   
   (b) the management plan;
   
   (c) a land use ordinance;
   
   (d) an implementation measure; or
   
   (e) any order issued by the Commission or the Director.

(2) The Commission may not assess a civil penalty under section 15(a)(3) of P.L. 99-663 unless it provides notice and an opportunity for a public hearing to the person that the Commission alleges to have violated one of the measures listed in subsection (1) of this section.

(3) Each day of continuing violation is a separate and distinct violation.

350-30-020. Investigation.

(1) The Director shall investigate alleged violations of the measures listed in subsection 1 of 350-30-015 of this Division.

(2) The Director may inspect the subject property if necessary to conduct an investigation under subsection (1) of this section.


If the Director believes a violation has occurred but it is of a de minimis nature, readily correctable, not repeated and with cooperative parties, the Director should work with the landowner to resolve the matter through a new development review application, modification or removal of a building or structure, or other appropriate means. The Director shall periodically report to the Commission about resolutions to de minimis violations.


(1) If the violation is not de minimis, the Director shall serve written notice of violation on the alleged violator by personal service or by registered or certified mail. The notice shall include:

   (a) a plain statement describing the alleged violation;

   (b) the provision of P.L. 99-663, the management plan, the land use ordinance, the implementation measure or the order alleged to have been violated;
(c) the legal and common description of the subject property;

(d) the proposed disposition of the matter through either 350-30-050 through 350-30-060 or 350-30-070 including the recommended penalty to be imposed (if any) and the criteria from 350-30-090 upon which the penalty is based;

(e) a statement that the alleged violator shall file an answer within 14 days after receipt of the notice of violation;

(f) a copy of 350-30-040 which prescribes how to file an answer; and

(g) a statement that if resolution is not reached through 350-30-050 through 350-30-060 the Commission will consider the alleged violation at a contested case hearing which may result in the entry of a final order imposing a civil penalty based upon a prima facie case made on the record, whether or not the alleged violator participates.

(2) Service shall be deemed complete three days after written notice is mailed to:

(a) the alleged violator; or

(b) any person designated by law as competent to receive service of a summons or notice for the alleged violator.

(3) Notice sent by registered or certified mail to a person at the last known address of the person is presumed to have reached the person within three days after mailing.

350-30-040. Answer.

(1) The alleged violator shall file an answer within 14 days of receipt of a notice of violation but it must be received by the Director within the 14 days allowed.

(2) The answer shall agree or disagree with all factual matters and shall affirmatively allege any and all affirmative claims or defenses and the reasoning in support thereof. The answer may include proposed measures for resolution of the matter through 350-30-050 through 350-30-060 or 350-30-070 and any reason the Commission should modify the penalty recommended.

350-30-050. Resolution Through Agreement.

The Director may seek to resolve or settle a alleged violation. Any proposed resolution must be presented to and approved by the Commission as provided in 350-30-060.


(1) The hearing shall be conducted using the following procedure:
(a) The Director shall provide a brief summary of the nature of the case, the proposed resolution and the key legal issues.

(b) The Director shall provide any other information required along with his recommendation.

(c) The alleged violator or the alleged violator’s representative shall be given a reasonable opportunity to be present and to address the Commission.

(d) The Commission may request further information from the Director or the alleged violator.

(e) The Commission shall decide whether to accept, reject or modify the proposed resolution.

(f) If rejected, the matter shall be reset for a contested case hearing under 350-30-070.

350-30-070. Hearing on Contested Case.

(1) A violation that is not resolved through 350-30-050 to 350-30-060 shall be conducted as a contested case.

(2) The rules governing the Commission's administrative procedure (350-16) shall govern the case.

350-30-080. Order.

(1) The Commission shall issue a final order. The order shall be served by personal delivery or certified or registered mail. If served by mail, the order shall be deemed received three days after mailing.

(2) The order shall specify:

(a) the resolution of the violation (including any consent decree);

(b) whether a penalty is imposed and the amount of such penalty; and

(c) any other conditions or requirements.

(3) The order shall be final for purposes of judicial review.

350-30-090. Penalty Criteria.

(1) In determining the amount of a civil penalty, the following factors shall be considered:
(a) whether the person or entity has violated the P.L. 99-663 management plan, a land use ordinance, an implementation measure or an order in the past;

(b) whether the person or entity has undertaken measures to remedy the violation or mitigate harm resulting from the violation;

(c) the nature and seriousness of the violation; and

(d) whether the violation is repeated or continuous, or the person or entity has had prior violations.

(2) No penalty assessed under this division may exceed $10,000 for each violation.

350-30-100. Summary Order.

Where an imminent threat exists to resources protected under the law and/or to public health, safety or welfare, the Director may issue a summary order requiring the alleged violator to promptly stop work or take other necessary action pending a notice of alleged violation and a contested case hearing before the Commission under 350-30-070.